
BWV Brook House IRC 28 June 2017 

BH 217/17, UOF 162/17 BWC - This provides a view from when DCM Aldis 
enters I D2054 rs room to ask him to come to meet the Tascor officers 
and ends when he is away from the area walking up some stairs following the 
handover to Tascor. 

22:21:58 The BWV begins with an officer (DCM Aldis) entering a room 
and telling [ D2054 I that the escorts are here to pick L._ D2054 I Up 
for his flight (says twice). 02054 is sat up in bed with a quilt over him. 
He has something red in his hand. L D2054 ._] responds that it is not ok. 
His left arm can be seen and there is no blood on him or the white quilt that 
covers him from the waist down. 

22:22:27 DCM Aldis says that he understands when L D2054

speaks (unclear what he is saying but.sounds like it is not ok boss) and says 
six times that he needs D2054 I to come with him and comply with him 
and speak to the escorts. He says that healthcare is there. He says that if he 
does not comply he will send in the PPE officers and that is the last thing he 
wants to do. D2054 was told this twice before the PPE officers 
entered. The shield is to the left side of DCM Aldis. 

22:22:54 When asked if he will leave voluntarily j eventually 
says "no ok boss" and the officers go in. The DCO with the shield first (DCM 
Murphy). 

22:23:06 L D2054 i is taken to the floor (this isn't captured due to the 
speed/location of the camera). The shield is handed out of the room from 
DCM Aldis to a PPE officer to an officer in black trousers and a white G4S 
shirt. A female (shoes) holding a green bag is just to the left of the door and 
beside this officer in a white shirt. 

22:23:09 The BWV is turned back into the room and a hand is put over it. 
D2054 

 • is naked and on his back on the floor. The duvet is 
underneath him and he is positioned with his feet nearest to the door. His 
boxer shorts are on the floor. He screams repeatedly and very loudly. He is 
saying "Jesus, Jesus" repeatedly. 

22:23:13 He is restrained with officers on each arm/upper body and head 
area. (Helmet number 1 on his right arm ad number 24 on his left arm). He is 
saying "Jesus, Jesus" repeatedly and moving his legs backwards and 
forwards as if riding a bike and in time to his saying Jesus. The bottom of his 
face can be seen. The same officers are to his left and right. An officer is 
kneeling behind his head. There are underpants on the ground near his legs. 

22:23:29 An officer comes in to restrain his legs at the request of the 
DSM/DCM as he is moving them; almost in a cycling motion. DCM Aldis is 
instructing this officer how to hold the legs. 
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22:24:08 A towel is placed over I's genitals and DCM Aldis 
asked the -COs to try and sit [___ D2054 u p rig ht. He is still shouting Jesus 
repeatedly. The same officers are on his left, right and head. 

22:24:50 [ D2054 I is pushed up / pulled up to a sitting position. The 
DCO on his legs is female (DCO Di-Tella) and she is holding near his ankles 
as he is pushed / pulled to a sitting position. The DCO on his head (DCO 
Murphy) has his flat hand on the top of [ D2054 :'s head. His head is 
near the bed / mattress but he does not appear to hit his head on this and it 
would be mattress from the position he is in. 

22:24:54 The head officer puts his hand to the front of 1 D2054 I's 
head and between the mattress and his head. L D2054 J asks "why are 
you doing this' and "where is Jesus?" The head officer is covering the front 
and top of D2054 i's head. The DCO (number 24) is holding the top of 
his shoulder. The towel is covering [1---bio64.--- 1. 

22:25:08 An officer with grey hair appeared from behind 
and left the room. 

22:25:19 DCM Aldis assist DCO Di-Tella to move off L D2054 l's legs 
as he lifts her up and out of the room swiftly (under the arm). 

22:25:23 After standing [ D2054 1 the DCO with grey hair covers him 
with the towel. An officer moves around to his head (back and head of officer 
obscured). The camera is then pointing away and in front of DCM Aldis from 
22:25:48. [_ D2054 is still shouting Jesus repeatedly. DCM Aldis is 
opening the doors.;__ D2054 is asking "why?". 

22:26:31 DCM Aldis asks "do you want to give him the chance to lift his 
head up?" is bent forward slightly with an officer holding his 
head under the chin and on the back of the head and into the officer's chest. 
The officer on his right arm has hold of the arm just under the shoulder. DCM 
Aldis asked that they hold him there 22:27:15. 

22:27:32 DCM Aldis speaks to healthcare (green bag). This is female with 
shoulder length dark hair and she comes forward. She had been following up 
until this point. 

22:27:48 is still shouting Jesus repeatedly as DCM Aldis 
enters reception. There are two Tascor male officers waiting. The female 
healthcare present throughout (green bag) and a female in a light blue nurses 
top (red bag) come through to reception first. The female with the green bag is 
talking to one of the Tascor officers. There are a lot of people in this area and 
it is very noisy. 

22:28:40 DCO Aldis asks Josh to make sure all _._._._,_._D2054[  __I's things 
have been packed up as quickly as possible. [__ D2054 remains just 
outside the door to reception. DCM Aldis is talking to reception staff 
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22:29:52 DCMAldiste11sSDCO Costin of Tascor (identified by 10 Dawn 
._ . Sherrington) that j is in their handcuffs and that they can move 

him over to theirs. 

22:30:22 ; D2054 is brought into reception (obscured) and is still 
saying Jesus repeatedly. A towel is being held around his waist and he is 
shouting "where is Jesus" repeatedly. 

22:20:34 There is a clear shot of D2054 i and his arms. He has his 
back to the camera and it is the back of his arms. Whilst the cuts on his left 
arm cannot be seen (must be on the front of his arms) there is no blood on 
him or any of the officers holding him (3) or DCM Aldis as he unlocks 
their cuffs. 

22:30:59 The Tascor officer on his left (SDCO Costin?) has already 
applied a rigid bar handcuff to his left wrist and pulled his arm over to the left 
whilst DCM Aldis undoes the right handcuff and removes this. L._ D2054 
continues to shout very loudly and someone raises their voice above him to 
try to be heard. E.  15166i-- is shouting "this is the end of my life" as he is 
taken to the search room by Tascor under restraint. 

22:31:38 DCM Aldis leaves reception for the corridor and then tells the 
officers to do their reports. They appear to have another detainee to deal with 
and they then leave the area. He tells the PPE officers to go to the staff room 
and comments to the female PPE clad officer that it is different in a real life 
scenario (first experience of a cell/room extraction?) 

22:32:33 The footage ends. 

BH 235/17 UOF 162/17 BWC (2) 

22:19:28 A white male DCO with short dark hair is reading a piece of 
paper about the briefing. He says the times is 23:15 hrs. In the room is a white 
male in a helmet and all black, a white male in all black with short dark hair. A 
white male in grey jogging pants, white top and black jacket. Another white 
male? in black sat on the sofa and the female healthcare worker with shoulder 
length dark hair and a green bag. A white male with grey hair speaks to the 
person sat on the sofa. There is mention of the self harm cuts. This is DCM 
Aldis. There is another helmeted female and male. The first is DCO Murphy, 
then DCO Di-Tella, then DCM Shadbolt and finally DCO Martin. 

22:21:36 He says that DCO Christopher Donnelly is on camera and 
Healthcare Chrissie Williams says she has no concerns with detainee. There 
are no questions. 

22:22:52 The second file is outside ; D2054 I's room and shows 
much of what was on the bodycam footage from DCM Aldis. DCM Aldis is at 

D2054 : 's door. DCO Donnelly (camera) asks DCO Di-Tella if she has 
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her handcuffs and she says that she has. Healthcare Williams and another 
nurse in a light blue healthcare top are present. 

22:23:27 D2054 I is sat up in bed under the duvet when DCM Aldis 
is at his door and tells him that the escorting staff have come to collect him 
and he needs to go with him. His response is inaudible. He is asked 3 times if 
he will come with him and that force would have to be used if he didn't. DCM 
Aldis then shows him the PPE officers (they were standing out of sight and 
come to the doorway) and asks again. He tells him that he will have to send 
them even though he doesn't want to. 

22:23:30 The quilt is half on the bed and half overhanging the bed. 

22:24:02 L D2054 appears to say "no boss" and the officers go him. 
The shield officer (DCO Murphy) has on helmet number 24. The second 
officer has no number on his helmet and the third has number 1. 

22:24:09 This camera is behind DCM Aldis and follows him into the room 
asL. D2054 i starts to shout (inaudible). DCM Aldis takes the shield from 
number DCO Murphy. The back of helmet number 1 is on the right side of D2054; 

D2054 : as he had been sat on the bed. 

22:24:12 The quilt slides onto the floor as L. D2054 I then goes to the 
floor (this is obscured) as DCO Donnelly (camera) moved back out of the 
room. DCO Di-Tella is facing the camera and looking out of the room. 

22:24:15 DCM Aldis is to the left of the door. 1 D2054 1 has one leg 
in his underpants and is kicking them off. The helmet number 1 is on his right 
side. Another is to his left / head area and facing towards the door but his face 
is obscured. 

22:24:25 The officer on his left arm removes the red object from it and
throws it to the floor — he has on helmet 24 (DCO Murphy). He has D2054 

_D2054 1's left hand. D2054 screams very loudly and almost 
constantly throughout: "Jesus, Jesus...." He is also moving his legs (as above 
in a cycling movement) so an additional officer moves in to hold his legs at 
22:24:46. DCM Aldis is telling her how to do this. 

22:25:11 A further officer (grey hair_) enters and covers [._. D2054_. ._._._, 
with a green towel. They lift L b2684 1 into a sitting position and DCM 
Aldis asks helmet 24 about handcuffs. The grey haired officer (DCO 
Simmons) then moves towards; D2054 : with handcuffs: The application 
cannot be seen. Helmet 24 (DCO Murphy) is on I_____.D2054___ Ims left side. 

22:25:59 A voice (not DCM Aldis) then says "right get him up." DCM Aldis 
is obscuring. 

22:26:08 DCM Aldis moves and helmet GW24 is on his left. An officer is 
holding the back and forehead away from the mattress. DCO Di-Tella is still 
on I D2054 i's legs and then is told to move by DCM Aldis. The other 
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officer is obscured. As he is stood, the towel falls. DCO Simmons lifts it and 
wraps it around [ D2054 DCM Aldis is then obscuring. 

22:26:47 He is walked from the room. Helmets GW24 (left — assumed 
DCO Murphy as had shield earlier) and 1 (right — assumed DCO Martin). DCO 
Simmons walks behind holding the towel around L D2054 3 It is assumed 
the officer on the head is DCO Shadbolt. DCO Di-Tella walks behind. DCM 
Aldis can be seen walking in front. The camera is behind the team. 

22:27:14 [ D2054 1 is asking why he has been treated like this. They 
exit into the Association Areas. DCM Aldis is facing the team. 

22:27:37 DCO Murphy (GW 24) has a wrist lock on. 02054 is 
walking with them. When DCM Aldis asks if the head officer (DCM Shadbolt 
wants to try him standing, DCM Shadbolt shakes his head and they proceed 

jiwith [11 Ygiliji bent over. DCM Aldis asks someone out of shot "Are you 
happy for us to continue?" and they do so. Once they get through the door, 
DCM Shadbolt is speaking to They carry on through the next 
door with! D2054 !bent over and shouting "Jesus" repeatedly. 

22:28:23 DCM Aldis asks if healthcare are still there and is told yes. The 
officers have stopped. The officer on the right appears to be DCO Martin 
(from the briefing introduction). He is holding_._ D2054 is right arm. There 
is no blood on this arm and it can be seen clearly. 

22:28:41 This is clear shot on the back of 02054 and there is no 
blood on the towel around him (it is light green and would show). DCM 
goes off camera through a door. The team stop and a voice is telling D20541 

L._ D2054 to "relax, relax, relax." He is shouting but forcefully now rather 
than chanting Jesus. It is inaudible what he is saying. 

22:29:07 Healthcare Williams and the nurse with her pass the team and 
go through the door. They have not checked r ----ifii664 as as far as the 
camera's have shown. 

22:29:18 D2054 continues to shout and chant Jesus. Pushing with 
his body each time. There is a shot of his left arm (back) and again no blood 
can be seen on him or the officers. 

22:29:28 He is shouting "where are you Jesus?" repeatedly. His head 
remains held down by DCO Shadbolt. GW24 (DCO Murphy) is on his left arm 
(holding around top of arm with left hand) and DCO Martin is holding his right 
arm. DCO Simmons is behind T D2054 and to the side. DCO Shadbolt 
is saying John and DCO Simmons says "save your breathe." DCO Simmons 
wipes DCO Martin's face. DCO Martin's face is in a grimace. 

22:29:53 The camera is moved to face the wall. ! 02054 !continues 
to shout "Jesus." It is back in shot at 22:30:47. 
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22:30:52 Clear shot of the back of L D2054 's left arm. No blood is 
there. 

22:31:28 They walk into reception. There are two Tascor 
DCOs there. The one on the right is white, about late 40's early 50's with 
close shaved grey hair (10 Sherrington believes this to be Gary Costin). The 
other is a black male, 20's to 30's with shaved black hair. 

22:31:37 The Tascor DCO on the left moves in behind D2054 I and 
then so does DCM Aldis. What they are doing is obscured. DCO Murphy 
leaves. The others then leave and the footage ends with Healthcare Williams 
just in shot at 22:32:07. 

BH 320/17 CCTV — UOF 162/17, OVT 179/17 

Watched by 10 Sherrington on behalf of 10 Wilkinson. 

There are 10 files (and 2 microphone files that don't seem to have anything_ 
audible), which show the officers and the DCM Aldis approaching i )2054 

D2054 rs room at 23:15. A DCO is there conducting observations so I 
imagine he must have been on an ACDT. 

Most of the footage follows the route of the officers from RFA to reception with 
D2054 i under restraint. This involves: 

• 3 male officers in PPE restraining L D2054 
• 1 male DCO holds the towel behind him 

They are followed by: 
• 1 female DCO in PPE 
• 4 male DCOs 
• lx female with a green bag: First aider/healthcare (she's on the briefing 

but is very difficult to hear her name) 
• 1 female in a Nurse uniform carrying a red medical bag 

An external shot shows a Tascor van and a coach and there are a lot of 
people in the small reception area so I was unsure if this was a charter 
operation. 

The handover to Tascor staff is not really visible on the static footage due to 
the volume of people in the area which is quite narrow. He is taken into the._, 

, side room for a search on the last file. Tascor SDCO Costin has 1D2054 

L._ D2054 i's left wrist cocked in a single handcuff. He exits the room sho'it_fi," 
after when his colleagues presumably complete a search and allow/assist i D2054 

D2054 1 to dress. ; D2054 1 comes out fully dressed at 23:33:44 and 
under restraint in the WRB before exiting with the Tascor officers. 

Although the search room is not captured on body cam or CCTV, he exits 
shortly after fully dressed (i.e. he isn't in a paper bio suit) and under restraint 
by Tascor. 
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